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Former political prisoner addresses Trustees Honor Wyatt
New academic building
human rights, 'capitalism' in China named Lowry Wyatt Hall
allowing them to eat McDonald's food, wear Levi's, and watch
the NBA. Yet capitalism alone has not resulted in a more compassionate and open Chinese government. It has actually alHuman rights campaigner Harry Wu brought his insight on lowed the ruling regime to remain in power.
the injustices of modern China to the Concert Hall on Thurs"Democracy, human rights, and liberty...are qualities that
day, Oct. 21. Following nineteen years
make the US so great," he
of incarceration in a Chinese prison, Wu
said in his lecture.
is now an internationally renowned acWu asked why the US
tivist dedicated to voicing human rights
boycotted totalitarian reviolations in China.
gimes such as Nazi GerThough Wu was labeled as a countermany, the Soviet Union,
revolutionary rightist by the Chinese
and Cuba, but does not do
government at the age of twenty, he
the same to China.
risked his life by returning to China three
After addressing the
times to document the human rights
tr<
state of Chinese capitalabuses taking place there. With secret
ism, Wu discussed the
videotapes in hand, he returned to the
country's human rights
United States to present his findings to
violations. He showed two
the public.
video segments, both conHe testified before Congress in 1985,
taining footage of his un.
and received the prestigious Martin
dercover work in Chinese
f,
Ennals Human Rights Award in 1993.
labor camps. His work
► dealt mainly with the sale
Wu's presentation on Thursday, entitled "China and the New World Order,"
i
of executed prisoners' or~in~
outlined several problems with modern
gans to international transChina's economic situation. He displant recipients.
cussed the introduction of capitalism into
The barbarity of the ex.r
communist politics, saying that China is
ecutions and immorality of
still "characterized by totalitarianism."
the sales was shown in the
"The communist system lacks elasticvideos. The videos have
Harry Wu spoke about China's human
ity," he added. "As a result...[the sysalso been aired by ABC's
rights violations in his Oct. 21 lecture.
tem] could die out."
"Primetime" and have
However, contrary to popular belief, US capitalism and con- been included in an Amnesty International documentary.
sumerism actually strengthen this totalitarian system, Wu said.
The images made a strong impact on the audience. Senior
Capitalism has raised the quality of life for many Chinese,
please see Wu, page 4
EMILY CARES

Staff Writer
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NICHOLE ASHWORTH

Assistant News Editor
The UPS Board of Trustees made a final decision on the
name for the new academic building at its October board
meeting. In honor of a former Puget Sound Chairman of the
Board and longtime trustee, the 50,000 square foot building
will be named Lowry Wyatt Hall.
"Lowry Wyatt, as a trustee for 26 years and chair for seven
of those years, brought a combination of wisdom and warmth
and a commitment
to educational ex- 4 4
cellence," commented President He was one of those people
Susan Resneck- who brought people together,
Pierce. "Given committed his own energy
Lowry's commitment to educa- and exceptional abilities
tional excellence, toward making a difference,
it is fitting that the and inspired others to do the
university's new
same
academic building, which will —Pres. Susan Resneck-Pierce
house all of our
humanities programs, is named in his honor."
Wyatt served on the Board of Trustees from 1970 to 1996,
acting as chairman of the board from 1986 to 1993. During
his tenure, he led the university through a period of remarkable change and development.
Puget Sound Board Chairman William T. Weyerhaeuser
referred to Wyatt as a remarkable individual who was dedicated to serving the community and the university. He also
please see Wyatt, page 3

Pierce working to stem Past, present unite at homecoming '99
student alcohol abuse
RAYNA FLYE

Staff Writer

MATT McGirr/kris

Staff Writer

S

Large crowd cheers
Loggers at
Homecoming

A recent ad placed in major newspapers around the country highlighted what
seems to be the inescapable topic of college life these days. "Binge Beer," it sarcastically proclaims. "Who says falling
off a balcony is such a bad thing?"
Signed by 113 college presidents, the
ad seemed to admit what educators and
students on campuses like UPS already
feel: that alcohol abuse is a significant
problem worthy of everyone's attention.
Luckily, as President Susan ResneckPierce recently pointed out, this is not
happening in the aftermath of a major
tragedy like those recently experienced
at other campuses.
The National Institutes of Health subcommittee comprised of educators and
researchers has been addressing the prob-

lem. Pierce was one of about ten college
presidents asked to serve on this subcommittee, which met recently in Washington, D.C.
What is already clear, according to
Pierce, is that "what is being done [now]
doesn't work." Charee Boulter, Substance Abuse Prevention Program Coordinator for Counseling, Health and
Wellness Services (CHWS), said programs often yield only short-term behavior changes and no lasting effects.
According to Pierce, the committee
hopes to address the fact that there has
been "no systematic evaluation of edu
cation programs for excessive use of alcohol."
Colleges and universities try a wide
variety of programs each year, yet they
are rarely followed by evaluations of
their effectiveness. Therefore, the complease see Alcohol, page 4

Homecoming '99 led UPS through a blur of music, decorations and good times. The festivities ran from Friday, Oct.
22 through Saturday, Oct. 23. They began with a concert by
Jumbalassy, a musical group brought to campus by ASUPS
Popular Entertainment.
Saturday started with the judging of residence halls and
campus houses that had been decorated to the Homecoming
theme, "Blast from the Past."
Afterwards, there was a float procession from Jones Circle
to the Fieldhouse.
Saturday also brought the annual Homecoming football
game. At half time, President Susan Resneck-Pierce announced Ryan Mello and Gianna Piccardo as king and queen.
One of the final and most anticipated events was Songfest,
a competition between groups doings songs or dance numbers. Emceed by comedian Kermit Apio, the turnout was
much larger than expected. ASUPS Special Events Coordinator Larissa Crawford said that there were at least 500 spectators in attendance. The turnout of contestants was also high.
"The number of acts are normally around four or five, and
please see Homecoming, page 2

Ryan Mello and Gianna
Piccardo were crowned
king and queen at the
Homecoming football
game on Saturday, Oct. 22.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
American Teen Sentenced to 24 Years in Israel
TEL AVIV, Israel—Samuel Sheinben, a nineteen year-old Maryland resident, has received a
24-year jail sentence in Israel for a premeditated
murder committed in 1997 near Washington, D.C.
Sheinben bludgeoned an acquaintance, Alfredo
Tello, to death and dismembered his body with a
chainsaw, hiding the parts in a garage.
Shortly after the crime, Sheinben fled to Israel.
His father was born in Palestine before Israel's
existence, therefore Sheinben was able to claim
Israeli citizenship.
This is the harshest sentence handed out to a
teenager in Israeli history. However, if Sheinben
had been prosecuted in Maryland, he would have
faced a life sentence with no chance for parole.
Maryland State prosecutors called the plea bargain "an outrage."
Sheinben will be eligible for temporary releases
in four years and parole in sixteen.
Sheinben's friend, Aaron Needle, also accused
of participating in the
crime, hanged
himself in a
Maryland jail
while in detention.

Russia Ready
to Crush
Grozny

-i„c:•Et
However, in some instances slaughterhouse sludge
has been added to feed, a practice banned in Britain but nowhere else in the EU.
Professor Hugh Pennington, who conducted an
inquiry about an E. Coli outbreak three years ago,
said, "Clearly, the material these animals have been
getting is potentially full of nasty bugs. It's a classic way of spreading disease by actually eating
manure. Now that I know more about what's been
going on, I wouldn't buy French."

NATIONAL NEWS
KKK Marches Unmasked
NEW YORK CITY—Ku Klux Klan members
marched unmasked Saturday, Oct. 23 due to a recent legal ruling stateing that Klansmen may not
wear their traditional white masks. The Klansmen
still wore their white hoods and robes. Due to the
legal defeat of the Klan, the usually loud white
supremacist demonstration was reduced to 75 minutes of silence.
It was the first time the Klan had ever planned a
march in Manhattan, but crowds that
jammed the streets
prevented
Klansmen from going anywhere. After
the standoff, Klan
members left under
heavy police protection. Around sixteen Klansmen participated in the silent rally.

GROZNY,
ChechnyaRussian
•
forces have
Buchanan Will
surrounded
Run for Reform
the Chechen
AP Photo
Party
capital and are
WASHINGDue to a legal ruling in New York, the KKK was
ready for a fiTON, D.C.—Forforced to march without their traditional masks.
nal push to
mer Republican
seize the city.
presidential candiRussians are attacking the breakaway republic to
date Patrick Buchanan has switched to the Reform
drive out terrorists and ensure Russian security.
Party. Buchanan announced the decision in a
Up until now, all attacks on the capital have been
speech to Reform Party supporters in Virginia on
from missiles or rockets.
Monday, Oct. 25.
Many civilians have been killed in these attacks.
"Our two parties have become nothing but two
One Russian missile hit a Grozny hospital and wings of the same bird of prey... Neither fights
killed 140 people, mostly women and children. today with conviction and courage to rescue God's
Other aerial attacks have made on nearby villages.
country from the cultural and moral pit into which
Approximately 180,000 Chechens have fled to she has fallen," he said.
nearby Ingushetia. However, Russia has now
Buchanan's bid for the Republican nomination
closed Chechnya's western border so that no more failed to gain ground, so he decided to make the
refugees can escape the country. Ingushetia Presichange to the Reform Party. His departure leaves
dent Ruslan Auschev told a French news agency, George W. Bush and five others in the running for
"we should not be fighting with women, grandfathe Republican nomination.
thers and children."
Buchanan stands on a platform of patriotism.
He wishes to strengthen the military, end abortion
European Sewage Scandal Stirs Outrage
rights, keep the country out of foreign conflicts,
PARIS, France—Outrage and anger have develand remake the US "a light among nations."
oped in Europe after several countries were
Buchanan may have some competition. Minblamed for rearing livestock on feed containing
nesota Gov. Jesse Ventura has said he will not run
human and animal sewage. The practice was said for president, but may be wavering as he veheto occur in Belgium, Germany, Holland, and mently opposes Buchanan. New York developer
France.
Donald Trump is also in the run for the Reform
A food expert warned that the practice was
nomination. Ross Perot, founder of the Reform
"dangerous" and could create another mad-cow
party, may also consider a bid for the White House
disease crisis.
in 2000.
British farmers are especially angered that the
unsafe practice occurred in Germany, where the
Sources: AP, BBC, London Electric Telegraph,
government refused to lift its ban on "dangerous"
Minneapolis Star-Tribune, New York, Times,
British beef.
Reuters, Washington Post
Dutch authorities admit they have found sewage being added to animal feed. This procedure
Staff Writer AJ Ilika contributes the weekly national
has been banned in the European Union (EU). and international news summary.

Luncheon workshops
build leadership skills
RAYNA FLYE

Staff Writer

Now under way, the Action of Leadership luncheon series is an opportunity
for students to informally discuss various concepts of leadership.
The program allows small groups of
students to meet and have lunch with university administrators, professors, and
leaders in the community.
"It's kind of an exclusive experience
for a small group of leaders or a small
group of just students who want to gather
some more information [about leadership
skills]," said Assistant Director of Student Development Marta Palmquist.
The volunteer speakers share their
time to interact with students and discuss
their own personal styles and philosophies of leadership.

Homecoming
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•

Continued from front page

this time we had thirteen. It was a great
show," said Crawford.
Homecoming weekend also included
reunions for the classes of 1949, '54, '59,
' 64, 69, ' 74, 79, ' 84, '89, and '94.
On Friday, alumni from 1918 through
1948 enjoyed an honorary fifty plus year
luncheon. Friday evening saw the All
Alumni Reunion '99 Celebration.
On Saturday, the third annual StudentAlumni Picnic was held in the Memorial Fieldhouse. The fieldhouse also
hosted its own fiftieth anniversary.
Saturday evening, the Reunion '99
Gala moved to the Tacoma Country and
'

Recent speaker Associate Dean of Student Services Houston Dougharty addressed the need to put people first and
build trust in relationships.
Assistant Director of Student Development Shawn Baldwin says that they
will try to have local politicians like the
mayor of Tacoma or the State Governor
speak at future workshops.
The discussions are held at noon in the
Wheelock Student Center Boardroom. A
complimentary lunch is provided by Old
Milwaukee Café.
Space for the workshops is limited, so
students who are interested are encouraged to sign up well in advance at the
Information Center.
The luncheon series is being coordinated by the student Leadership in Action Council and advised by Baldwin and
Marta Palmquist.

'

Golf Club for dinner and dancing.
The university used the occasion to
pay tribute to alumni for their service to
the university and the community.
The Greek Alumni Brunch, held on
Sunday, was followed by a tour of the
recently remodeled Greek houses that
wrapped up the celebration.
The turnout for the reunion weekend
was high.
Sharon Babcock, Director of Alumni
Programs, said, "It was an extraordinarily wonderful weekend. Our numbers
aren't in yet, but we think we've had
around 600-plus in attendance."

Faces to Know
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tivities; Diversity Theme Year Program; student government (mem-
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ber of ASUPS Senate, Media
Board, ASUPS Off-Campus
Committe, Union Board); off-campus student services; Director of
Wheelock Student Center; Student-to-Student Mentor Programs;
support student clubs and organi5
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zations, especially the ABC Coalition (APASU, BSU, CHispA).

Mingham

CeRWIT CON.r Improve lead-

Louisiana. Moved to Seattle in

ership and accountability of

1960, graduated from UPS in

workstudy student employees, de-

1971 with a BA in Elementary

velop and implement a student-tostudent mentor program for next

Education.

year, improve off-campus student

"41/0R/TE QUOTE:

"Action

speaks louder than words."

services, increase co-curricular
programming through the Diversity
Theme Year Program.

Assistant Dean of Students for Student Activies
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Puget Sound hosts city council debate
long-term economic development was a
major focus.
Evans, a small business owner for 25
The Rotunda was the stage for a poyears, emphasized his desire to re-enerlitical debate between Bill Evans and gize downtown Tacoma by attracting
Mike Lonergan, candidates for Tacoma businesses and increasing the amount of
City Council At-Large Position Eight, on
middle to upper-income housing.
Thursday, Oct. 14.
He envisions a more lively and attracSpeaking to an audience of mainly lo- tive Tacoma standing on a par with citcal residents and a few students, the pair ies like Seattle and Portland.
debated issues affecting their North End
"Downtown has to become a lived-in
voting district and the city as a whole.
environment. Number one is housing,
It was a chance for local residents to mixed rate housing on that hillside, and
learn more
retail will come back," he
about the
said. "I think it's so excitcandidates
ing that developers are
in what
looking at us with enthusipromises to
asm, and we're looking at
be a close
them with hope."
election on
Lonergan, Executive
Nov. 2. The
Director of the Tacoma
two were
Rescue Mission, said city
separated by
council is too influenced
only about
by special interests. He
fifty votes at
questioned its decision to
the end of
place a moratorium on
local primalow-income housing
ries earlier
downtown, citing that 48
this fall.
percent of voters qualify
During
for some form of subsiCandidate Mike Lonergan
the debate,
dized housing.
Evans and
"That is Tacoma," he
Lonergan responded to questions posed
said. "We have a lot of people with a lot
by four panelists, including Associate of needs. If there's ever an opportunity
Professor of Communications David again to vote for the working people of
Droge and ASUPS Vice President Tacoma, as opposed to voting for the
Gianna Piccardo.
elite, you know where I'll vote."
The panel raised a variety of issues,
The candidates also answered quesranging from Initiative 695 to the city's
tions about the role of the police and uniplan for park management. However,
versity in managing off-campus students.
ROBERT MCCOOL

•

•
•

•
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Continued from front page

said, "Through his business career and
his subsequent retirement, Lowry contributed 26 years of distinguished service
as a trustee of the University of Puget
Sound... Lowry staunchly supported the
university's liberal arts mission and
helped us stay the course established by
our mission. He was a great man and a
great friend. The University of Puget
Sound Board of Trustees is proud to
honor Lowry Wyatt for his years of dedicated service to the university."
Wyatt passed away in November of
1996. "When Mr. Wyatt died, all of us
felt his loss keenly," Pierce said.
"He was one of those people who
OPEN FORUMS
& CAMPUS EVENTS

•

Come find out what ROC is. The
Religious Organizations Council is
sponsoring a dessert on Thursday, Oct.
28 at 7:00 p.m. in the Rotunda. All
students are welcome to attend.
President and Mr. Pierce will host
a Fireside Dinner at their house on
Wednesday, Nov. 3 at 6:00 p.m. All
students are invited to attend. Space is
limited, so please sign up in the
President's Office in Jones Hall or by
e-mail to president@ups.edu .

•

"China 2000: Opportunities and
Challenges in the Greater China," a
lecture by US Bank Vice President

brought people together, committed his
own energy and exceptional abilities toward making a difference and inspired
others to do the same."
Lowry Wyatt Hall is the first building
to be constructed on campus since 1967.
The $14 million project, located just
north and west of Warner Gymnasium,
will house all of the university's humanities programs.
The building will open right after commencement in May of 2000.
A dedication ceremony and campus
celebration of the opening is tentatively
planned for sometime during the week
before commencement.
Tom Taylor, will be given on Wednesday, Nov. 3 from 6:00-7:00 p.m. The
lecture is being presented by the Business Leadership Program and will be
held in MC103. All students are welcome to attend.
Langlow Tea with Point Defiance
Zookeeper Rich Johnson will be held
on Thursday, Nov. 4 at 5:30 p.m. at
Langlow House (1218 N. Alder).
Do you know the proper etiquette
for a business dinner? If not, here is
your chance to learn all the rules. ACA
is hosting an Etiquette Dinner on Tuesday, Nov. 9 in the Rotunda. There is
only one dinner this year and space is
limited. For more information, contact
ACA in Library 225, x3250 or email

.aca@ups.edu.., _

Lonergan said the police should not
spend their time responding to nuisance
crimes, and he supported the university's
recent decision to more actively discipline students.
"I believe that we take a great step in
the right direction by the university
rightly saying what it should have said
several years ago: that it would extend
this... observation of standards beyond
the university."
Evans did not say directly whether he
supported the university's decision.
However, he applauded the efforts of
both the university and students to work
with the North End Neighborhood Council to strengthen community relations.
"I see great, great strides having been
made in the last several years by this university in relation to the neighborhood,"
he said.
ASUPS and Pi Kappa Delta, the Fo-

rensics Honorary
sponsored the debate, which drew
about fifty attendees comprised of
members from the
local community,
and UPS faculty,
staff, and students.
ASUPS President Dave Bowe
said the issues discussed were very
relevant to students.
However, he was
not disappointed
with the low stuCandidate Bill
dent turnout.
"Talking to the candidates afterwards,
they did say that this was actually one of
the larger turnouts they had for a campaign event," Bowe said.

Evans

MILLIONS OF
THE BEST MINDS IN
AMERICA HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM:
TIAA-CREF.
W

hen it comes to planning a
comfortable future, America's
best and brightest turn to the expert:
TIAA-CREF. With over $250 billion in
assets under management, we're the
world's largest retirement system, the
nation's leader in customer satisfaction,*
and the overwhelming choice of people
in education, research, and related fields.

manage the largest stock account in the
world (based on assets under management).
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you
achieve even more of your financial goals.
With TIAA- CREF you'll find the
flexibility and choice you need, backed by
a proven history of performance,
remarkably low expenses, and peerless
commitment to personal service.

Expertise You Can
Count On

Find Out for Yourself

For over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent solutions to America's
long-term planning needs. We pioneered the
portable pension, invented the variable
annuity, and popularized the very concept
of stock investing for retirement. In fact, we

To learn more about the world's premier
retirement organization, talk to one of our
retirement planning experts, or better still,
speak to one of your colleagues. Find out
why, when it comes to planning for tomorrow, great minds think alike.

To find out more — give us

a call or visit our website

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

1 800 842-2776

www tiaa-cref org

°DALBAR. Inc., 1997 &find Contribution Ewellener Rating., Past performance is no guarantee of future results. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional
Services. Inc. distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIM Real Estate Account. Teachers Personal Investors Services. Inc. distributes the
TIAA-CREF Mutual Funds. For more complete information. including charges and expenses, please call for prospectuses. Read them carefully before
you invest or send money. To request prospectuses. call I 800 842-2733, GM. 5509. Investments in securities such as mutual funds and variable annuities
are subject to certain risks including the possible loss of principal.
8/99
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Wu

Alcohol

Nina Natina said, "[Wu] was
a very passionate speaker who
made everyone in the room
appreciate their freedom."
When asked what one thing
he wished for Americans to
remember about communist
China, Wu introduced the
term "Loagai." It encompasses all of the oppression
and violence under the communist government.
Wu concluded with a story
showing the impact of US
policy on China. He referred
to President Clinton's visit to
China last year. Clinton said
that the purpose of his trip was
to see a "stable" China. However, he never mentioned
communism, and as Wu
pointed out, we can see a
"stable" communist government in China, but it is communist nonetheless.

mittee has commissioned a
two-year study of the effectiveness of these programs.
As both Boulter and Pierce
noted, there are some promising programs.
A handful of universities,
including UPS, have begun
norms-based programs,
which are attempts to provide
accurate knowledge about the
realities of college drinking.
Boulter and CHWS compiled data from UPS students
and have publicized the results in "Know Your Numbers" posters around campus.
Not everyone agrees that
this approach is worthy of
merit. According to Kris
Rhoads, Alcohol and Drug
Research Intervention Specialist at Western Washington
University, the program has
incited a "lot of negative feedback from parents." Concern
tends to focus on the harshly

Continued from front page

Continued from front page
realistic picture of drinking
the program portrays.
For example, senior Erin
Speck, in a recent Trail editorial, noted that while the
poster may show that the majority of students drink moderately, "what the statistic
says to me is that 35 percent
of the students here are binge
drinkers," a fact that Speck
hardly sees as laudatory.
However, Rhoads and others have argued that, "those
numbers are reality, and ignoring them does no good"
for the students.
The desired effect of the
norms-based approach is to
highlight the reality and to
inform students about the
drinking habits of their peers.
"What we're really trying
to do is change the awareness
of the culture, and not just
have a short-term effect," explained Boulter.

The problem is that more
damage is done through the
misperception of others'
drinking, Pierce said. Freshmen often come to college
thinking their peers drink
more than they actually do, a
perception often picked up
from the media. As a result of
this, however, Pierce thinks
that many freshmen "drink
more than they might."
To some degree, the normsbased approach reveals to
Pierce that "most students
don't drink, or, [if they do],
drink very responsibly." A recent Harvard School of Public Health study reports that
only 21 percent of students
have had three or more excessive drinking episodes in the
past two weeks. The majority,
according to Kris Rhoads,
drink only a moderate
amount; it is this majority that
needs to be highlighted.

FOR THOSE HARD-WORKING

Puget Sped
Loggers
WHO DESERVE A BREAK.

State Substance Abuse
Task Force meets at UPS
university's substance abuse
programs, as well as provide
students with information on
effective
ways to hold a safe,
The Washington State Substance Abuse Task Force met responsible party.
CHWS is also planning to
Friday, Oct. 22 in the basement of the Wheelock Student sponsor an alcohol peer eduCenter. Representatives of nu- cation program in which stumerous colleges attended the dents will be taught the best
meeting, which is held on a ways to maintain a safe drinking envidifferent
ronment.
campus each The goal of these meet"Stumonth. The
ings is to provide supdents
that
goal of these
volunteer
meetings is port and networking
will be
to provide opportunities for camtaught
support and pus substance abuse
how to
networking
workers.
properly
opportunities
take care
for campus
of
intoxicated
students,
how
substance abuse workers.
to
detect
alcohol
poisoning,
Charee Boulter, Substance
Abuse Prevention Program and who they should call if
Coordinator for Counseling, they need outside assistance,"
Health and Wellness Services said Student Coordinator
(CHWS), believeg the meet- Laura Taylor.
Those who complete trainings are a valuable asset. She
said the training she received ing will give presentations in
there has better enabled her to residence halls and within the
manage alcohol awareness Greek system. In addition,
CHWS is hoping to make the
programs on campus.
The training also led peer education program a
Boulter to suggest to Presi- regular part of freshman orident Pierce that UPS initiate entation. The programs are
its own alcohol task force. not intended to stop alcohol
This task force is intended to consumption, but ensure it is
enhance and centralize the done in a responsible manner.

ERIK MICKELSON
Staff Writer

COME IN TO PLACE A CATALOG ORDER FOR ANYTHING IN THE CARHARTT LINE

OCT. 19-25, 1999
Oct. 22 - Facilities Staff interrupted and apprehended
two local youths who were spray painting graffiti on
Baker Stadium. Security responded and notified the
Tacoma Police.
Chore Coat

Quilt Lined Bib

Caesar adquireret aegre fragilis matrim
onii. Syrtes praemuniet quadrupei. Adfab
ills rures fermentet concubine, quod urn
braculi suffiagcait catelli. Apparatus
bells circumgrediet parsimonia saburre.
Adl audabilis oratori corrumperet persp

Pile Lined Vest

is ax cathedras, utcunque ossifragi pessi
mus spinosus insectat gulosus quadrupei.
Quin quennalis ossifragi verecu nde agn

gray lumber company
Performance & Integrity . . . Since 1903
Customer Service Center
6th Ave. & Proctor St.
Tacoma, WA
Phone (253) 752-7000 • 1-800-452-4729 • FAX (253) 759-7560

graylumber.corn

Oct. 22 - A student reported to Security that her
organic chemistry textbook was stolen from a table in
the library. She left it unattended with her backpack for
about fifteen minutes.
Oct. 22 - Security contacted a university-owned house
on North Lawrence after observing several students
outside with what appeared to be open containers of
alcohol.
Oct. 23 - A student reported to Security that three
male suspects entered her room in a residence hall at
2:00 a.m. She confronted the individuals, who claimed
they were looking for a resident assistant. She asked
them to leave and they complied.
Oct. 23 - A student reported a set of expensive driving
lights stolen from her vehicle while it was parked near
Kilworth Chapel.
Oct. 25 - A student reported her bicycle was stolen
from the racks near Thompson Hall. She had secured her
bicycle to the rack with a U-bolt style lock through the
front wheel only. The front wheel only was left locked to
the rack.

•
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Asian Art Museum
gives unique retreat
VAUNA JONES

Assistant A&E Editor

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

It may seem a little daunting to drive up to
Seattle to go to a museum on a Saturday morning. At least that is how I felt when I visited
the Seattle Asian Art Museum over the weekend. I would not have been so
reluctant to go if I had known
what this museum was like before I had gone.
The Seattle Asian Art Museum is small compared to
most, but it houses one of the
best collections of Asian artifacts that I have ever seen. It
is filled with beautiful works
of art from India, China, Japan,
and Southeast Asia. The Indian
religious sculptures, Chinese
ceramics, and Japanese silk
scroll paintings are all impressive exhibits that deserve
equal and close observation.
Buddhist and Hindu sculptures line the walls of the central hall of the museum and create an aesthetically pleasing exhibit. The sculptures represent various periods and styles used throughout Indian history, and the placards beside the
sculptures explain the rich iconography exemplified within each work.
One particular sculpture which stands out
is that of a Buddha sitting in repose. The
smoothness of the sandstone carving and the
gentleness of his expression combine with the
symmetry of the work to create a feeling of
peace in all who regard it
with the proper respect.
The exhibit on Chinese t:b
(427
ceramics is somewhat bewildering to those who have not
studied Asian art, but it is still interesting to
walk through. Posted on the walls of each
room are descriptions of the different types of
pottery and background information of the
time period in which that pottery was made.
Timelines decorate the walls in each room,

hanging beside boxes of flyers containing a
full explanation of Chinese firing and glazing
techniques for the more curious visitors.
Bronzes ranging from the Neolithic period
to the nineteenth century are present in this
exhibit as well, providing contrast to the porcelain and stoneware.
Housed in the back rooms of
the Chinese art exhibit are display cases full of jade carvings.
These range in size from a
small paperweight to a footlong mask all carved of an exceptional piece of jade. The
darkness of the jade determines
its value. Snuff bottles made of
ceramic, jade, and semi-pre,
cious stones used by the Chi_ nese nobility are displayed in a
separate case.
The Japanese painting exhibit is probably the most interesting of all the exhibits and the
one that most visitors come to
see. Beautiful paintings on silk
scrolls dominate the exhibit,
with works by early twentieth century male
and female artists including Tsuji Kako and
Kajiwara Hisako.
"Green Waves," one of Kako's most striking paintings, graces the exhibit. Gold and
green paint spread over several panels creates
the surface of the water, with ink coloring
mixed in to represent the rolling waves. A
bench sits in front of this piece so that the enthralled viewer can sit and watch the patterns
for as long as they like.
The Seattle Asian Art Museum is a white building that
is both filled with and surrounded by beauty. It is a quiet
retreat in the midst of Seattle
that is respected by art lovers and browsers
alike. This is a wonderful place that everyone
should visit once, if just to experience the
unique beauty of different forms of Asian art.
The museum is a great place to spend an afternoon, even on a Saturday.

Review
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Chanting Tibetan monks of Drepung
Loseling Monastery visit UPS campus

The monks of the Drepung Loseling Monastery in Tibet, featured
on the soundtrack to the film "Seven Years in Tibet," held a
workshop in the Rotunda on Oct. 25. The monks will visit the
Rialto Theater on Oct. 29 and 30 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $14426.

Masquerade Ball
Oct. 29, 9:00 to midnight
Rotunda
Formal or festive attire requested
Tickets $5.00

Jacobsen Sexier presents "The AIDS
Quilt Songbook"
Oct. 29, 7:30 p.m.
Concert Nail
free with student I.D.

Broomball (ice hockey minus the skates)
Oct. 29, 9:45 p.m.
meet at SIR for rides to Sprinker arena
$5.00, sponsored by Lighthouse

'Vinegar Tom'
Oct. 29, 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 30, 2:00 and 7:30 p.m.
Norton Clapp Theatre
$6.50 student, $10.50 general

Auditions for Student Directed
One-Acts
Kilworth Chapel Basement
Nov.1, 5:00 p.m.
Callbacks Nov. 2, 5:00 p.m.
-

The Jacks —Blues Group
Nov. 4, 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Marshall Nall
free

FOSTER HOMES
Pierce County Alliance is seeking commit-

•

ted individuals and families who want to
make a difference in the lives of children,
ages 6-12 and Youth ages 13-18 years
Contact (253)
and (360)

old.

502-5470 for Pierce Count y

698-6763

for Kitsap County .

eimeinArt;
Tacoma Actors Guild presents
'Dial M for Murder'
Nov. 3 to 21
call for times: 272 2145
Theatre on the Square, 915 Broadway
$20 to $25
-

VOX—VOICES FOR PLANNED PARENTHOOD—IS RECRUITING
NEW MEMBERS FOR A SOUTH SOUND CHAPTER.

VOX is a group of young adults (20s and 304 who work to promote the
mission of Planned Parenthood via events public affairs work. It is a fun
way to promote and protect women's reproductive rights. We currently meet
the 4-th Tuesday of each month at different locations in Pierce County.
Tor more information, call Son 6artholornew at Planned parenthood at 253-779-3913 or e-mail ppaction@ppww.org .

Tacoma Opera presents 'Cosi fan Tulle'
by W.A. Mozart
Nov. 3 and 6, 'MO p.m.
Nov 7, 2:00 p.m.
Pantager Theatre, 901 Broadway
$25 to 045, student discount available

March of Dimes Haunted House
Oct. 29 and 90, 7:00 to 11:00 p.m.
Oct. 31, 7:00 to midnight
Hancock Fabric Store, Lakewood Mali
$5.00

Spike & Mike's Classic Festival of Sick
and Twisted Animation
featuring premieres and award-winning
animated shorts from around the world
Opens Oct. 29 for one week only
Tacoma Grand Cinema
call 599 4 474 for prices and show times
-

-

•
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Pacific Science Center builds
intellectual curiosity, fun
KRISTINE ERICKSON

A&E Editor
Imagine that instead of the fog and
cold that has lately taken over
Tacoma, you are in a flower-strewn,
humid tropical rainforest. All around
you are butterflies of every size and
color, gently dancing on the air and
pausing to drink from a flower
inches from your fingertips. One
may even decide to land on you.
The Tropical Butterfly House at
the Pacific Science Center offers just
this opportunity. The exhibit is
heated because all of the butterflies
in the exhibit are from other countries, especially hotter South American countries. A window provides
viewers with an opportunity to observe butterflies emerging from
chrysalises and drying out their delicate new wings.
This exhibit is only one of many,
however. It is housed in a building
which also provides a look at a lot
of other insects and arthropods, both
alive and dead. Perhaps most eyecatching in this part of the center are
the giant, animatronic horned beetle,
scorpion and mantid, presented in
Jurassic Park-style "electrified
fences." Also popular, especially
among younger visitors, are the hissing cockroaches, each about three to
five inches long.
For those with an interest in weird
looking animals, check out the naked mole-rats scurrying around in
clear plastic tubes.
Japanese anime fans may be interested in the exhibit on this subject in the same building. The ex-

hibit features cels from several JapaAn IMAX film is shown on a
nese series and movies as well as fifty-foot screen that makes it feel
charting the life of a prominent as though you are part of the action.
anime artist. Monitors show clips A 3-D IMAX enhances that feeling.
from several anime shows as well.
The laser theater features "Laser
The Willard Smith Planetarium Beatles" and "Laser Motown" durfeatures a Halloween show through ing the day, in which visitors can
the end of the month, featuring the watch lasers dancing to the music.
celestial origins of Halloween and Evening shows feature different rock
its customs at 1:00 p.m. daily. A artists each night. Tuesdays feature
regular show explaining the current Laser Hendrix and The Doors,
night sky is offered daily at 2:00 p.m. Wednesdays are "Laser Rage Fest,"
"Tech Zone" encourages visitors Thursdays feature Nine Inch Nails,
to control giant robotic arms, play Fridays and Saturdays, "Laser
"virtual hoops" with a computer or Floyd: Dark Side of the Moon," "Laexplore the impact of computers on
ser Rage Fest," Nine Inch Nails,
music, art and communication. An "Laser Floyd: The Wall," and on
eye-catching addition to this area is
Sundays, Led Zeppelin is played.
the clock tower, which is run entirely
Admission to the Pacific Science
by a system of weights and balances, Center depends on what type of adeach shaped like a stick figure.
mission you choose. Admission for
If you get hungry after all this sci- exhibits and IMAX is $12.00 for
ence, the Fountains
adults ($13.00 for
Café offers decent
3-D); exhibits and
IMAX Schedule
lunch and dinner
laser matinee, $12;
"T-Rex"
combinations and a
exhibits-only
costs
Daily at 10:30, 11:45 a.m.,
wide selection of
$7.50;
IMAX
only,
1:00, 3:30, and 4:45 p.m.
beverages and cof$6.75 ($7.50 for
"Mark Twain"
fee drinks. A hot
3-D). Evening laser
Daily at 7:15 and 8:30 p.m.
dog, chips and drink
theater is $7.50.
combo is $4.00, less
Center hours are
"Everest"
than lunch at a
Monday through
Daily at 2:15 and 6:00 p.m.
ballpark.
Friday from 10:00
"Wolves"
In addition to the
a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
12:00 and 4:00 p.m.
and Saturday and
Science Center's
many exhibits, it has
Sunday from 10:00
two IMAX theaters and a laser the- a.m. to 6:00 p.m. The laser theater
ater. The IMAX theaters currently stays open for later shows. For more
feature four movies: "T-Rex: Back
information, visit www.pacsci.org .
Don't forget to check out Seattle
to the Cretaceous" and "Mark
Center after buying your ticket to the
Twain's America" in
3-D, and "Everest" and "Wolves" in Science Center—just show your
regular IMAX format.
handstamp to reenter.

Here's a look at three new movies opening this weekend. There's a bit of
everything: a comedy, a drama, and a horror flick. Take your pick and don't
forget the popcorn and Junior Mints.

*Beingiohn Malkovich,' USA Films.
Starring: John Malkovich, John Cusack, and Cameron Diaz.
Director: Spike Jonze
This movie has many secrets, but here's what I've been able to dig up. A
file clerk (Cusack) finds himself in a dead-end job and at the end of his tenyear marriage, when he suddenly discovers a strange portal that allows him
to become John Malkovich—or nearly anyone else, for that matter. This
movie promises to be a surreal look into the twentieth century's obsession
with celebrity.

%

Music of the Heart,' Miramax Films.

Starring: Meryl Streep, Angela Bassett, Aidan Quinn, Gloria Estefan
and Cloris Leachman.
Director: Wes Craven
When Roberta's (Streep) husband leaves her, she is determined to leave
the comfort zone of her small town and move to East Harlem to teach the
kids there hope, pride and accomplishment through music, with fifty violins. After ten years of teaching, her school decides to cut her funding. With
the community and her friends behind her, she decides to fight back.

The House on Haunted Hill; Dark Castle Pictures.
Starring: Geoffrey Rush, Famke Janssen, Taye Diggs, Ali Larter, Bridgette
Wilson, Peter Gallagher, and Chris Kattan.
Director: William Malone
The Vannacutt Psychiatric Institute for the
Criminally Insane was home to torturous
"medical experiments" which purposely killed
their subjects. Years later, billionaire Steven
Price (Rush) holds a birthday party for his wife
(Janssen) at the abandoned house, inviting five
guests to join them. Mysteriously, neither host
invited the five people who arrive. Regardless, Price begins the festivities
by offering one million dollars to any attendee who survives the night.
Price's riggings are superfluous when the house animates with its own resident evil. A remake of the original 1958 film, the movie will combine chills
with dark humor and high-tech special effects.
Source: Yahoo! Movies

Monday evenings push listeners to musical limits
INTERVIEW BY ALICIA ARMENTROUT

Staff Writer
DJs: Deanna Kovacik, Suzanne
Meyers, and Alicen Kandt
Show time: Monday
4:00-6:00 p.m.

0

OC

What type of music do
you play?

All: "We play music
that we like, so the show
ends up being pretty random. We play what we
feel are good songs by
good bands that more
people should pay attention to. Some of
the artists you will hear are Ani
DiFranco, Ben Harper, The Lemonheads, Brit Pop like The Cure and The
Smiths, and classic rock, for instance,
stuff from Neil Young."
What makes your show unique?

Deanna: "The combination of the
three of us makes for an interesting
show. We all have different tastes and

that reflects in the randomness and
chemistry of our show."
What do you like about KUPS?
Suzanne: "You get to listen to and
find a lot of new
music."
Alicen: "You
are in control of
the radio for a
while and it is a
lot of fun."
Deanna: "It is
rt nice to be able to
F2 just listen to music for two hours.
There are many CDs and records to look
through at the station, so you get to really expand your musical knowledge."
What don't you like about KUPS?

Deanna: "It should be listened to
more. I remember they used to play it
in the SUB and they don't anymore."
r•

Do any of you have any career
plans in the radio business?

Suzanne: "I hope to get an internship
in Seattle working with a radio station."
Alicen: "It is just a hobby for me."
Deanna: "I have become much more
interested in radio and what it offers
now that I am a DJ."
What made you want
to be DJs?
Deanna: "Suzanne
influenced and inspired us to become DJs."
Suzanne: "I
worked at a
record store in
high school and
being a DJ just
seemed like another
opportunity to let me
learn about new music."
If you could meet and have a conversation with any musician or band,
whom would it be?
Suzanne: "Ben Harper, because I really respect his music, lyrics and his po-

litical direction, and he seems like a
wonderful man."
Deanna: "Madonna, because I think
she is an interesting woman and has
gone through a lot of musical stages
and styles, which are reflected in her
eclectic music."
"Jimmy
Alicen:
Buffett, because he
has led a really
cool life and has
been a musician
for so long. I
would talk to
him about his
books, also."
What are
some embarrassing moments?

Alicen: "The time we
talked into a microphone for
two minutes without realizing we were
not on air, causing dead air time. Or
the time we played the same song twice
in a row. Or the time we played two
songs simultaneously."

•
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'Fight Club' analyzes, rejects social norms
•

*

C

When viewing a film called "Fight Club,"
you may think you know what to expect—a
movie about fighting. However, very little that
happens in this movie is expected. "Fight
Club" not only explores the motivation behind
human desires like violence, but shows them
in a way that will shock, horrify, amuse, and
entertain you for its entire (very long) length.
Some recent films have been slightly odd,
disturbing, and strangely intelligent, and this
one does not break that mold. Rather, it heightens this trend to a whole new level of great
filmmaking, worthy of every precious theaterseat cent.
"Fight Club" stars Brad Pitt, Edward Norton
and Helena Bonham Carter as the key players
behind this tale of anarchy, the human psyche
and personal desire. Norton is an
Movfo
office worker who suffers from insomnia and, after his doctor refuses BovTo
to prescribe medication for this problem, becomes a regular attendee of numerous support
groups. There he meets Marla (Carter), a suicidal and very offbeat woman who also relies
on the groups to purge her tension.

Norton's world
lot), but also expect
turns upside down
to have to repress
when he meets
the urge to gag from
Tyler Durden (Pitt)
all the gore. Look
on a business trip
for wonderful per
and returns to find
formances by the
his IKEA-furactors—Pitt is at his
nished apartment
best, as is Norton.
The fight scenes,
blown to pieces.
which are numerThat night, after a
ous and horrifically
few pitchers of
beer with Tyler, the
bloody, are extwo men start
ecuted
with intense
Pitt and Norton raise awareness of
throwing punches
and convincing ferlife's shallowness in "Fight Club."
simply because
vor, and Pitt's and
neither had ever fought before.
Norton's characters' close, strange relationship
The feeling was addictive, and what started seems oddly believable.
off as one fun night turned into a Saturday
The film is directed by David Fincher, the
night ritual, bringing men in from all walks of director of "Seven," and he again succeeds in
life to fight one another and experience a shocking and disturbing audiences, employing numerous filming tricks (some of which
nightlife few had dreamed of. Gradually, it became a cult-like group that are actually explained in the film). His overtook on a mind of its own in an anarthe-top and psychological style can clearly be
chical quest to change society.
seen in "Fight Club," where none of the charThe film delves into the innermost quirks
acters are at all normal.
of our humanity, brimming with sexual desire,
Rarely does a movie with this level of inviolence, and mind tricks. Expect to feel con- tensity, genius, and entertainment come out.
While perhaps geared toward a young male
fused through parts of the movie, to laugh (a

Save Ferris' Modified'
entertaining, good fun
•

•

•

•

JOSH EPSTEIN

an uninteresting, cliched rock ditty.
Staff Writer
Some of the stronger tracks include
"Mistaken," an enjoyable if somewhat
Save Ferris' most recent album, Modi- monotonous tune, "The Only Way to
fied, is a pleasant, upbeat release with
Be," which is most pleasant, and "Anseveral feel-good tunes and some enter- gry Situation," which has a consistent,
taining musical choices.
hypnotic rhythmic drive.
To call it a good CD, however, would
Yet, as I said, there is nothing original
be a misnomer. All in all, the result is a about Modified. Save Ferris' sound is
mish-mash of pre-digested sounds and cute, but on closer examination it mantrite material. There is little originality
ages to imitate evin Modified—it's all on the surface.
ery musician from
Regard- Diana Ross to
„sic less, Save Bonnie Raitt to
Ferris is Santana. If you
,Ret,iresio, quite thor- asked me what
oughly like- was unique and
able, and they're not at all ashamed of it. exciting about this
Lead singer Monique Powell has a strik- album, I would be
ingly lively and distinctive voice, and at a complete loss for an answer.
guitarist Brian Mashburn demonstrates
There is also a conspicuous lack of
some good pipes as well. There are no strong brass sounds, hinting that "ska"
glaring holes in the band, and every per- music is not what Save Ferris is really
former meshes well
driving at. They are
simply trying to
with the others.
Modified moves quickly
please everybody.
Modified moves
quickly and affably
The good news,
and affably through the
though, is that they
through the tracks,
tracks, driving forward
just might succeed.
driving forward like
a narcotized Little
Although Modified
like a narcotized Little
scores a solid zero on
Engine That Could.
Engine That Could
Drummer Evan
the scales of originalKilbourne keeps the
ity, inventiveness,
Every song manages to
beat vivacious and
and creativity, the alshow off the band's best
bum is also consispeppy. Every song
tently entertaining.
manages to show off
characteristics.
Despite their rethe band's best charcent widespread
acteristics, which include nice beats and catchy tunes, as well popularity, Save Ferris shows no sign of
pretension or self-consciousness in their
as perfectly acceptable backgrounds.
music. With this in mind, Modified serves
Tracks to avoid are the tune "Holding
On," which is disturbingly reminiscent as a good reminder that sometimes, fun
is a good enough reason for a CD to be
of an "Up With People" performance, as
well as "What You See is What You Get;" worth listening to.

woo•q nl aNStymmm

Etan.YSTolTz
Staff Writer

audience, it has an intelligence that can be appreciated by all. You may leave the theater
wondering what you actually thought of it, but
overall, it shows mastery of filmmaking, acting, and a world that will blow your mind. One
word of advice, however: if you are at all
squeamish around blood, bring a barf bag to
"Fight Club."

End Result: Purely genius view of the
human mind, but audience-specific.

RATING
****
Movie Rating
System
Not worth your time

**
***

Rent it when there's
nothing better to do
Worth going out to
one of these days

**** Run, don't walk to
the movie theater!

A & E.

IN BRIEF
Tacoma Repertory Theatre
brings blues to Halloween
Three of the Puget Sound region's "hottest" blues
bands—Tim Hall Band, Junkyard Jane, and Jude
Bowerman Band, along with Tacoma's "blues queen"
Nicole Fournier, are slated to perform in a Halloween Night
Benefit Bash on Sunday, Oct. 31 from 7:00 p.m. to 1:00
a.m. at the Broadway Center Rehearsal Hall. The rehearsal
hall is located at 905 Broadway, in Tacoma's Downtown
Theatre District.
The Bash will feature raffles, silent auctions, and a costume contest as well as lots of surprises. All proceeds benefit the Tacoma Repertory Theatre. Tickets are $10 in
advance at Borders Books and Music, at the door, or
through the Tacoma Repertory (call 627-8004 to order).

LYSTER LOWER CU COVER (DESIGN CONTEST!!
Are you artistically inclined?
Would you like to design a CD cover for this up-and-corning ska,
punk and swing bond?
If so, submit your entries as soon as possible! The contest will end
when the band sees a particularly eye-catching entry.
The winner will receive a Lyster Lower Fun Pock including an
autographed CD, a cool gift from each member, and anything else
they feel like throwing in.
Good luck!
For more information, contact Ryan Guggenmos of x8713

THE CELLAR
Free Soft Drink
with purchase of
either a Mini Pizza
or a Large Pizza
with this coupon!
IL

Mon. to Thurs. 11:00 a.m.-1:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.-12:00 a.m.
Friday
7:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
Saturday
8:00 p.m.-12:00 p.m.
J Sunday

•
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s the days get shorter and the sky becomes Filled with more clouds than sun, many
students find themselves having trouble getting out of bed. finishing homework.
or completing other normal daily tasks. Though these may be common symptoms for
college students in the third month of school. For some, the depression and lack of motivation •
may be caused by a condition called Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD). Fortunately SAD is
very treatable and help is available for stduents at UPS.
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) is believed by

•

many psychologists to be caused by the shortened
amount of daylight people are exposed to during
winter and autumn. People who have SAD
commonly experience extreme fatigue and lack of
energy, feel an increased need for sleep or sleep
more than normal, have an increased appetite, or
experience weight gain. SAD is distinguished from
E

other forms of depression or bipolar depression
because those diagnosed feel normal or do not
experience symptoms during the summer and
spring months. Doctors do not know of any entirely
effective methods of treating SAD. The most widely

therapy. Some doctors and scientists believe that
stimuli from a special light will counteract the
body's physiological reponse to lack of sunshine
and help cope with prolonged non-exposure to
natural light. Another less scientific approach to

Photo courtesy t he Aus tra lian Severe Wea

used medical treatment is the use of special light

dealing with SAD is to take advantage of any sunny
times of the day, especially at dawn, by spending

•

time outdoors in the natural sunlight.

What it is like for a student to have seasonal affective disorder...
Senior Lauren Samball was diagnosed with Seasonal upcoming rainy winter season.
Affective Disorder (SAD) last November. "I was irritable
"I do use a lightbox, but things can still be a real struggle.
when the daytime changed for daylight savings, and the days The box definitely does give .me enough energy to function
were getting shorter," she
for the day though."
said. Those mood changes
She said that nobody
The worst part is knowing that I will be tired all
eventually lead to the
has reacted strangely to
winter,
and
that
I
will
never
get
enough
sleep...
It
is
diagnosis of SAD.
knowing that she has a
important
to
realize
that
a
lot
of
people
around
campus
Samball said she also
seasonal disorder.
are
affected
by
the
weather
in
some
way
or
another.
had problems waking up in
"It is important to
the mornings. She felt
realize that a lot of people
tearful all the time and suffered from a general irritability. around campus are affected by the weather in some way or
"The worst part is knowing that I will be tired all winter, another. SAD is just one of the more reactions to rain and
and that I will never get enough sleep," she said about the cloudy weather ," Samball concluded.

•

•
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Counseling, Health, and Wellness provides support and
treatment for students who may suffer from the winter blues
Counseling, Health, and Wellness Services provides privacy or other reasons can call to get information, or get
support for students who may be experiencing symptoms a referral to another medical center in the Tacoma area.
of Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD). Donn Marshall,
Counseling, Health, and Wellness can also help students
Associate Director for Counseling Services, said, "We can with SAD talk with each other and share experiences, though
do assessments for the students and determine seasonal there is no formal support group at this time. Contact
mood changes."
Marshall (x3778) for more information about getting in touch
In most cases, students who with others with SAD.
are diagnosed with SAD are
Marshall is unsure exactly how many UPS students have
encouraged to purchase a light SAD. "Frankly, we don't see many." He adds, however, that
therapy system, which is not many students seek outside help first, and that some
available on campus. "We have students on campus may not realize they have SAD.
found that having students
purchase light treatment
systems is the most costeffective way to deal with
SAD," Marshall said.
Students can visit
Counseling, Health, and
Wellness to be referred to
area psychologists for
further treatment and
assessment.
Light
therapy
treatment requires the
purchase of a special
lightbox, which normally
costs about $200.
The use of a lightbox
or other light therapy
systems vary for each
device. These therapies o c,134. "Ver::
expose the user to a more
natural light than most
normal household lights.
Some devices require
the user to wear a visor, and others are merely a
box with a special lightbulb. Lightbox use is most
effective in the early morning hours.
In addition to light therapy, Counseling, Health,
and Wellness can also help prescribe and determine
increased sleep, excessive
depression with a call or
whether anti-depression medication might be
tima sleepiness
winter onset
beneficial to the student. Marshall notes, however,
that most students would rather use natural
social withdrawal
lack oc enera 1u
methods than turning to medication.
aCternoon slumps with
decreased interest in work
If someone thinks a friend may suffer from SAD,
or s!.5nicic.ant activities
decreased ener,.% and
they should first talk to that person. Unless
someone realizes that they may suffer from a form
increased appetite with
concentration
of depression, it is not treatable. "Make sure the
slow, slish,
Loei3t3ttin
depression is obvious to them," Marshall noted.
latharc c movement
carbohdrata croons
"Also let them know they you are there to support

f
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them and give them positive reinforcement."
Students who are unsure about visiting
Counseling, Health, and Wellness Services for

Information from Yahoo Health! (http://health.yahoo.cornThealth/Diseases_and_Conditions/
DiseaseFeed_Data/Seasonal_affectivedisorderi)

•
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SPORTS
Men's soccer keeps toppling
opponents, school records
The men's soccer team's magical season has not slowed
at all over the last two weeks, with the team picking up
four more wins to stretch their record winning streak to
nine games and their season record to 16-1. The Loggers
moved up one position in the national rankings, and their
10-1 Northwest Conference record leads the conference
by 2 1/2 games with just three games remaining in their
regular season.
After the Loggers' beat Linfield 2-0 on Oct. 16 and blew
out Willamette 5-0 for their fourth consecutive shutout on
Oct. 17, they returned home to facetwo more conference
rivals, Pacific University and George Fox University, on
Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 23 and 24.
In the game against Pacific, both teams played stubborn defense, but the Loggers came away with the win
and fifth consecutive shutout, 1-0. Junior Tye Tolentino
headed the ball into the goal off a Loren Cohen assist at
the 49 minute mark for the only score,of the game. Goalkeeper Ryan Wittstruck recorded his ninth shutout, the
eleventh for the team.
The shutout streak came to an end the next day but the
offense was more than good enough, lifting the team over
the George Fox Bruins by a score of 3-1. Freshman Chris
Raymond started the scoring at the 4:24 mark off a Cohen
assist. Erik Nielsen scored on a header at 27:40 on a
Tolentino throw in to make it 2-0, and the Loggers added
another insurance goal from Tolentino in the second half.
The 3-0 shutout seemed all but in the Loggers' grasp when
Merrick Brownlee sneaked one in for George Fox with
just 90 seconds remaining in the game, the first goal scored
against the Loggers since Oct. 3.
UPS has three games remaining. They travel to Whitman
and Whitworth on Oct. 29 and 30, and face Pacific
Lutheran at home on Nov. 6. They are one of only two
teams with 16 wins in the entire NCAA (divisions I, II or
III), and hold school-record rankings of #14 nationally and
#2 in the region.

Men's, women's rugby teams
begin NWRC season play
You may not even be aware of their existence, yet both
the UPS men's and women's rugby teams have begun play
in Division II of the Northwest Rugby Conference.
The men faced off against Whitman College on Saturday, Oct. 16 at the Portland Avenue field in Tacoma, and
the visitors were no challenge for UPS, who cruised by
32-10 on the strength of a 29-0 first half.
On Saturday, Oct. 23, the UPS men met the freshman
squad of the University of Washington and again breezed
by without a scare, 34-12. It was the fifth game for the
men's squad, now 2-1-2 on the season.
The women played their first game this past weekend
against Western Washington, and lost 20-5 despite a spirited performance. This is the first time UPS has had a
women's rugby team, and only the second year for the
men's team.

Yankees, Braves vie for Team
of the Decade' designation
The 1999 World Series between the New York Yankees
and Atlanta Braves is about more than the best team of the
season--it's being billed as a contest to decide which of the
teams is the "Team of the Decade."
The Braves, despite having only one Series win in the
'90s, have been in the playoffs in every year of the decade
but one and the World Series five times. The Yankees are
looking for their third Series win of the decade.
Through Tuesday, the Yankees led the best-of-seven series three games to none.
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Women hold tight to second place •
when freshman Dusty Marcell scored on a corner kick with
about 12 minutes left. Ecklebe had four saves in the contest.
ANDREW PETERSON
Pacific University posed a more formidable challenge three
Staff Writer
days later, as the Boxers and Loggers fought to a 1-1 tie. It
was Blawat again leading the charge for UPS, scoring their
While many of the rest of us were relaxing on Fall Break
lone goal at the 30:50 mark, but the defenses stepped up and
weekend, the Puget Sound soccer women were working over- double overtime game ended in a draw.
time on the road. They came away with a
The home season finale on Oct.
loss and a tie in the two , games, and added
24 saw the Loggers take target praca win and a tie last weekend to remain in
tice against visiting George Fox
second place in the Northwest Conference
University. Kerry Cerelli took a
with a record of 10-4-2.
Michelle Moore cross and planted
The Loggers had their five-game winit in the back of the net just 1:53
ning streak snapped at Linfield College on
into the match. Blawat celebrated
Oct. 16, as a freak goal ended the game in
her final home contest a mere 85
the first overtime. A strong wind misdiseconds later, assisting on a goal by
rected a corner kick past goalkeeper Karen
Moore, and the Loggers held a 2-0
Ecklebe, allowing the Wildcats to pull out
lead. It was Blawat's team-leading
the win. The Loggers fought back the next
17th point of the season. Freshman
night, though, battling the nation's secondBrianna Hultgren added a goal off
ranked team to a 0-0 tie in double over3 a Julie Louis cross in the 31st
time. Ecklebe posted her sixth shutout in
minute and returned the favor just
the last seven games. A Logger goal was Freshman Lara McCormick (12)
before intermission, assisting on
called back on a questionable foul call
Louis' score. The Loggers never
defends a drive by George Fox.
early in the game, costing UPS a shot at
looked back in sending the Bruins
upsetting the NWC-leading Bearcats.
packing 4-1, winning the last home
The Loggers returned home on Oct. 20 and beat Pacific game for seniors Blawat, Holly Newman, and Liz Hutchins.
Lutheran University 3-1 at Baker Stadium. The Loggers tied
The Logger women are ranked fifth in the NCAA Division
the score at 1 when Sarah Strasser launched a 30-yard shot
III's West Region heading into the final week of the season.
past the Lute defense in the 47th minute, the first collegiate They put their 10-4-2 record on the line this weekend in eastgoal for the freshman midfielder. Senior Sarah Blawat put the
ern Washington, traveling to Whitman on Friday and Whitworth
Loggers up for good in the 64th minute, and the rout was on
Saturday, with both games at noon.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Volleyball ldses two at Fieldhouse
VOLLEYBALL

J. LIME
Staff Writer
NATHAN

The women's volleyball team lost two
tough matches on the road over the weekend. On Friday, October 22, Linfield took
revenge for being swept at UPS the previous weekend. The Loggers took the
first game, 15-13, but lost the next three
12-15, 12-15 and 10-15. Lack of offense
killed the Loggers, who hit just .075 and
committed 15 serving errors. Eileen
Gamache's 14 kills led the team, and her
265 lead the team on the season.

Gamache also led the team with 29 digs. ing errors. Willamette defeated the LogTrish Kawamoto had 23 assists, while gers last month and now leads the NorthLindsi Weber collected 11 to add to her west Conference with a 10-2 record. The
team leading total of 566. Linfield hit Logger record fell to 4-7 in the Confer.116 and has a conference record of 5-7. ence and 7-12 overall.
The Loggers have three home matches
The Loggers traveled to Willamette on
Saturday to face the Bearcats. Once this weekend. On Wednesday, Oct. 27 at
again, they took game one only to lose 7:00 p.m. in the Fieldhouse the Loggers
the next three. The scores were 15-12, will host rival Pacific Lutheran Univer10-15, 12-15 and 11-15. Karen Thomas sity, who are second in the NWC. The
had 13 kills to lead the team, and Loggers previously swept the Lutes at
Gamache had 12. Lindsi Weber contrib- PLU. At 7:00 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 29 the
uted 27 assists, over half of the Logger Loggers will play Whitman College. At
assists on the night. Willamette's Renee 4:00 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 30, the LogPurdy dominated the game with 22 kills. gers will face Whitworth College. The
The Loggers hit .129 on the night and Loggers have only five games remaincommitted 30 hitting errors and 13 serv- ing in their 1999 regular season.

PROFILE
<701.e.pail443.
Sport: Soccer
Position: Forward
Year: Junior
Why he's the Puget Sound Athlete of the Week Tye totaled two goals
and an assist in the men's weekend wins over Pacific University and
George Fox University.
*jot: Exercise Science (toward an M.D. in Physical Therapy)
High School: Federal Way Nigh School, Federal Way
Biggest motivation this saason:''What really drives MG IS the
[opposing] coaches and players that think they know you and can figure
out ways to stop you...I have to raise my level so the other teams can't
stop me."
Coals for the season: "I guess just to play my best in every opportunity.
I try to always play like it's my last game, because you never know, it
might be."
Favorite thing about his sport:I don't think I really have a favorite
thing...I just go out there and leave everything else behind me and focus
on what I'm doing. Not everybody gets the opportunity to do what I
do...to me, it's the greatest show on earth.

•
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Willamette spoils Loggers' Homecoming, 41-14
Coming off of season's first win, team struggles at home yet again
FOOTBALL
BILL PARKER

Sports Editor

♦

•

Coming off of their first victory of the
season and with a large crowd of UPS
students, faculty, alumni and community
members on hand to cheer them on, the
Loggers came to Baker Stadium looking for their first two-game winning
streak in two years on Saturday, Oct..23
against Willamette in the UPS Homecoming game. They fought hard and
were not without opportunities, but the
depth of the Bearcats proved too much,
and the Loggers fell by a 41-14 margin.
The team traveled to Lewis & Clark
College on Saturday, Oct. 16 and put up
by far their best showing, offensively and
defensively, of the season, beating the
winless Pioneers 26-20. The Loggers
dominated on both sides of the ball, featuring two running backs with over 100
yards and 288 yards passing by quarterback Craig Knapp, and a stifling performance by the UPS defense.
The Homecoming game was a completely different story.
Willamette rolled down the field for
touchdowns on their first two drives, and
had no trouble finding holes in a sluggish Logger defense. The Bearcats' first
touchdown came off of the first of three
UPS turnovers on the day, putting up a
53-yard, 7-play drive that was capped by

a 9-yard Andy Miguel run. Willamette
missed the point-after kick, but made up
the difference with a two-point play after Ben Boyle scored on a 2-yard touchdown run, and the score was 14-0.
The most exciting moment of the day
for UPS came at the end of the first quarter. Struggling on both sides of the ball
and desperately trying to avoid losing
control of the game, Knapp and the Logger offense put together an impressive
10-play, 63-yard
drive for a touchSTANDINGS:
down. Freshman
OVERALL 1-5
running back Chad
NWC 1-2
Mahoe made a
clutch 13-yard
dash from the Bearcats' 20-yard line on
fourth down to set up his own 1-yard
score, and the Loggers drew to 14-7.
On the ensuing Willamette drive, the
Logger defense finally and impressively
came to life, shutting the Bearcat offense
down with two consecutive sacks. The
UPS offense failed to move the ball, however, and after a Craig Knapp punt,
Willamette drove the ball down the field
and scored on a 31-yard scamper by
Miguel to round out the first-half scoring at 21-7. Miguel carried the ball just
three times, but tallied 64 yards and two
first-half touchdowns.
From then on, the strong, deep running game of Willamette took control as
the team exploded for 20 third-quarter
points, racking up three touchdowns on

Tyson: legend turned joke

a total of just ten
plays. Using a
variety of running backs and
imaginative
playcalling, the
Bearcats' ground
game accounted
for 438 of the
team's 546 yards
and kept the
UPS defense
guessing
throughout the Quarterback Craig Knapp works under pressure
game. Hardest to in the Loggers' 41-14 loss against Willamette.
tackle was
Ardell Bailey, a big, powerful back who with 22.1. He is on pace to break the UPS
records for receptions and reception
rumbled for 135 yards on nine carries.
The Loggers added a touchdown late yardage in a season.
The Dande Football Player of the
in the third, a 5-yard pass from Knapp to
Aaron Erickson, and both teams were Week for Oct. 23 was junior center Kyle
scoreless in the fourth, making the final Freeman, who had an outstanding day
blocking up front for the Logscore 41-14. It was the second
ger offense.
time this year that the Loggers
UP NEXT:
On Saturday, Oct. 30, the
have been beaten by that score,
Ocr. 30
Loggers (1-2 in the conference,
and the fourth time they have
POMONA COLLEGE
1:30 PM
1-5 overall) travel to
scored between 12 and 14
Claremont, California for a
points to the opposing team's
41 to 45 points. One of the few bright matchup with the 5-1 Pomona-Pitzer
spots for the Loggers, once again, was Sagehens. The Sagehens downed UPS
30-7 in the teams' only other meeting,
senior wide receiver Jeff Halstead, who
caught 11 passes for 122 yards. Halstead on Oct. 10 last year at Baker Stadium.
leads the Northwest Conference in recep- They then have a week off before their
tions with 44, receiving yards per game final two games of the season, conferwith 119.8, all-purpose yards per game ence matches against Linfield at home
with 171.3, and yards per kickoff return and against Pacific Lutheran on the road

Alumni swim meet
....v....7.

•
•
•
•

•
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ZACH EHLERT

Staff Writer
Boxing seems like a pretty straightforward sport. Two grown men inside
a "square ring" slug away at each other
for up to twelve rounds. And a lot of
the time, one of them is knocked out
and twelve rounds aren't even needed.
Mike Tyson was one of those guys
who rarely used
an entire bout.
He was master of
the knockout,
and became the
youngest fighter
ever to be
crowned Heavyweight Champion of the World.
As a kid, I wasn't really into boxing, but watching Tyson fight was always exciting, because his fights never
lasted very long. Even in the world of
Nintendo, in the game bearing his
name, he knocked out opponents with
frightening rapidity.
That fast and furious Tyson is now
a distant memory. After numerous legal problems and years spent in jail,
Tyson was supposed to embark on a
great comeback and regain his past
form. Too bad it didn't work out.
The new Tyson does have one thing
in common with the old Tyson,
though--his fights still don't seem to
last very long.
First there was the infamous ear-biting episode in '97. While fighting

Evander Holyfield, Tyson felt he wasn't
being respected enough by Holyfield in
the ring, so he bit him on the ear. Twice.
Needless to say, boxing fans were not
happy. But there were flashes of the old
Tyson, so of course people would pay to
see him fight again. After a year suspension, he returned to the ring to fight Frans
Botha, and in the first round tried to snap
his arm in two.
The most recent chapter in
this remarkable
comeback happened this past
weekend in a
fight with Orlin
Norris. Tyson hit
Norris after the first round bell, causing
him to land awkwardly and dislocate his
kneecap, and the fight was ruled no contest. Tyson, of course, blamed Norris for
not being able to continue the fight, saying he must have hurt his knee on the
way back to his stool.
Tyson again made a mockery of himself and the sport. His $10 million purse
is being withheld pending an investigation, and he doesn't seem to care anymore. He's more out of control than ever
and something needs to be done. In the
words of Hank Hill, "that boy ain't right."
Unfortunately, he will probably fight
again, since people still want to see him.
Maybe the best thing to do would be for
him to join the WWF. His soap opera life
would fit in perfectly with the scripted
world of professional wrestling.

•

LUGGER
LINE Air
For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

Men's Soccer
October 29
Whitman
College
@ Walla Walla
2:30 p.m.
October 30
Whitworth
College
@ Spokane
2:30 p.m.

Women's
Soccer
October 29
Whitman
College
@ Walla Walla
12:00 p.m.
October 30
Whitworth
College
@ Spokane
12:00 p.m.
November 3
HOME
NCAA Tournament, Round 1
Time, Location
TBA
Cross Country
October 30
Northwest
Conference
Championships
@ Portland, Ore.
10:00 a.m.
(Women)
11:00 a.m. (Men)

As part of Homecoming weekend, past and current UPS swim
team members took part in the annual alumni meet on
Saturday, Oct. 23. The first regular-season meets of the season
for the Loggers are Friday, Nov. 12 against the University of
Utah at home and Saturday, Nov. 13 against Willamette.

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.
Fourteen years and 3000 students
later, I don't think anyone knows more
about this test or how to teach it, than
I do. That's why I still teach my own
classes. That's why you should call me.
My nine week course features 36
hours of class time with weekly help
sessions and five mock exams for the
reasonable price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT question.
Call now for a free seminar: 524-4915

The Steven Klein Company

Volleyball
October 29
Whitman
College
HOME
7:00 p.m.
October 30
Whitworth
College
HOME
4:00 p.m.
Football
October 30
Pomona College
@ Claremont,
Calif.
1:00 p.m.
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OPINIONS
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

I 1

The Trail
0

Write your pertinent, informed opinion, preferably in 500 words or less,
and let the campus community know what you think. All letters must have a
signature and a phone number and are due no later than Mondays at noon.
The Editor reserves the right to edit for clarity and length. Letters may be
sent to WSC 011 or trail@ups.edu .

"What actor or
actress vt7opia ;wake
a eoo , presient?
Willie Nelson.

Adam Sandler.

MacGyver.

Sean Connery.

Dr. Evil.

Carrot Top.

Photo Poll
analysis off-base

L

coking over a recent Photo Poll
which asked, "What actor or ac
tress would make a good president?" I was struck by something that
lay much deeper than the offbeat answers
to the question... something dark and
dangerous (cue melodramatic lightning
strike).
Underneath the humorous allusions to
practically anything political, I noticed
something missing in these answers—
any mention whatsoever of Alf. Truly
disturbed by this, I looked again and was
struck to the heart by the fact that there
was also no mention at all of Kermit the
Frog, or any of the Muppets. My mind
reeled with all the wonderful people from
film that were not mentioned: Lassie,
Mork, Flipper, Jabba the Hutt, even
Wicket the Ewok.
Now I understand that the poll is informal and that the answers given are
somewhat "spur-of-the-moment," but
these facts can only lead me to one inescapable conclusion—that, whether they
know it or not, our whole campus, nay
the whole of society, is biased against
people who are not human. Why aren't
the voices of extraterrestrials and cute
fuzzy animals finding their way into our
own lives and thoughts? Are we so
blinded by our bigotry that we could
never possibly consider a non-human to
be President?
College campuses in particular should
be the nation's hotbeds for innovative
and analytical thought, so it is absolutely

frightening for me to see a complete lack
or tolerance for any species other than
human. Shame on you all! You should
all throw yourselves at the mercy of Jar
Jar Binks for your terrible transgression.
Come, let us all join hands and say in
one voice a giant "Yub Yub!"
Other groups not mentioned in the
Photo Poll: Smurfs, Spam, fire hydrants,
and Eskimo transvestite soccer moms
who thought O.J. was innocent.
What is the point of all this? That if
you look hard enough at what's not being said, you can find just about anything
that you want to. Perhaps we should focus instead on what is being said, and
not allow ourselves to be blinded by our
own biases.
Satirically,
Glenn Wainwright

in a search for protection and food. They
are vulnerable to manipulation because
KATIE DANIELSON
NINA NATINA
of their emotional and physical immaturity and are therefore useful puppets for
Guest Writers
rebel and government troops.
These days a visit to an armed conChild soldiers are desensitized to vioflict in a Third World country will in- lence through the atrocities they are comvolve being confronted with a small child manded to do, which increases the diffiwearing an American basketball T-shirt culties they experience when trying to
and carrying a gun that is as long as the reintegrate back into their home commuchild is tall. This use of children in com- nity. The consequences on children of
bat has recently become an important being soldiers are extensive. The children
are left with both physical
human rights issue.
and psychological injuries
Today, 300,000 chilChild soldiers
that will never allow them
dren are serving in government forces and
are vulnerable to to lead a normal life.
These human rights vioarmed rebel groups. Two
manipulation
lations have only recently
million children have
been acknowledged. The
been killed in wars since
and are useful
first international law regu1987 and six million have
puppets for rebel lating the recruitment of
been seriously injured
and permanently disand government children as soldiers to the
age of fifteen was passed by
abled. These children are
troops.
the Additional Protocol of
as young as four and conthe Geneva Convention in
sist of both boys and
1977. Recently, the United Nations Decgirls. This problem is as present in delaration of the Rights of the Child has
veloped nations such as Northern Ireland,
Bosnia and Chechnya as it is in Third put forth an Optional Protocol augmenting the recruitment age to eighteen. SevWorld countries.
Children are forced to become soldiers eral countries have signed and ratified

"Sheryl Crow—
she rocks."
—Andrea Scardina-

"Another Bob Marley
speaker. I really liked
the speaker two
years ago—it changed
my life."
—David Sugihara-

Hosting debates
helps community
want to thank the ASUPS for
sponsoring the Oct. 14th debate
/ between City Council candidates
Bill Evans and Mike Lonergran. It was a
great opportunity to hear both candidates
express their views, their values, and
their approaches to problem solving.
Congratulations on the professional
manner in which the event was organized
and conducted. You did a fine job.
Such opportunities are one of the benefits of being a neighbor to UPS.

"How about an allnight reggae fest?"
—Tae Lee—

"Richard Simmons,
because I like to sweat to
the oldies too."
—Brett Burton—

Sincerely,
Phyllis Harrison

Child soldiers battle for survival
EMMA LJUNGHOLM

Vho woua you like to
see come to campus as a
guest lecturer or
entertainer, an why?

this document. The United States remains one of the few countries to have
failed in ratifying this Optional Protocol.
The primary reason the US refuses to
sign the protocol is related to military
recruitment. Currently, seventeen yearolds are legally recruited to join the military. This occurs while these adolescents
are still in high school and before most
have any plans for their futures.
Increasing the legal recruitment age to
eighteen would seriously deteriorate the
military's power to attract youths, since
many high school seniors have made
post-graduation plans by then. This setback for the military could eventually
lead to mandatory military service.
The US has lately gained a reputation
of "do as we say, not as we do" through
its refusals to sign the Nuclear Test Ban
and land mine treaties, and this protocol
only attests to this attitude. Can the US
continue to maintain its legitimacy if it
fails to follow, global movements concerning human rights?
The US' signature on the protocol
would likely do little harm to the US'
military capacity, but would be of beneficial value to the international community in its struggle against child soldiers.

"I'd like to hear
Elizabeth Dole speak on
the disparity between
candidates' political
positions and their ability to promote
them based on campaign funds."
—Thurston Bryant—

"Milli Vanilli, because we
haven't heard anything
out of them, well... ever."
—Lee Corum-

"Loreena McKennitt,
Celtic folksong artist.
This university could
use some real culture
and diversity!"
—Ian Ryan—
photos by Z. Stockdale
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Nuclear test ban treaty may return to Senate
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

CTBT dream that won't reach fruitation • Partisanship caused CTBT failure
GEOFF ZEIGER

Staff Writer
Two weeks ago the Senate wisely rejected the
Comprehensive Nuclear
Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
President Clinton will
likely try again to get the
treaty ratified. The Senate
must not be swayed by his
lobbying.
The CTBT, if passed, would have imperiled
American security while failing to accomplish its
stated goals. The treaty's intent is to prevent the
spread of nuclear weapons by prohibiting testing.
Unfortunately, the treaty does not provide any way
to ensure compliance.
The most often cited trouble spots either have
no intention of signing the CTBT (Pakistan, India, Iraq), or would already be in violation of existing treaties if they developed nuclear weapons
(North Korea, Iran, and other "rogue" nations are
already bound by the 1968 Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty). If the Nonproliferation Treaty's restrictions on militarily sensitive exports could not
stop weapons development, it is unlikely that the
CTBT will help. Once a nation has tested a bomb,
it is far too late to stop its development program.
Treaty proponents have accused Senate Republicans of "reckless" partisanship, but partisanship
is precisely what the country needs. If there is no
difference in opinion between the two parties, how
are voters to choose between them?
Those who claim that Republicans were motivated by simple politics ignore the substantive
nature of the opposition to this dangerously flawed
treaty. To say that Senators like Richard Lugar of
Indianna and Thad Cochran of Mississippi—statesmen with unbroken records of bipartisanship in
their support for arms control measures under both
Bush and Clinton—would endanger the national
security for a political advantage is ludicrous.
In addition to the drawbacks of the treaty, the
positive aspects have actually been exaggerated.
The most troublesome nations are characterized
by what some experts euphemistically term "regime fluidity." Iran is beginning to democratize,
and a new government under a new constitution

•

BRANDON BRAUN

Staff Writer
Partisanship. In
one word I have
given the reason
for the Senate's rejection of the
Comprehensive
Nuclear Test Ban
Treaty (CTBT). As my colleague Janice
Veleke stated in her own column in the
last issue of The Trail, "The goal of this
[CTBT] is to stop the spread of nuclear
weapons and to curb development by the
nuclear powers."
However, the Senate, in their wonderful display of teamwork with each other
in their Republican glee club (the one in
which membership is limited to the
wealthiest
citizens of
this fair
country),
decided to
deep-six the
treaty, with a
final vote cast
completely along party lines.
Republicans, the party that took control of both houses of congress in the
"Republican Revolution" of 1994, continue to do everything in their power to
further their own interests, which recently center around denouncing President Clinton.
The once great party—now weakened
in the eyes of the public by their zeal to
impeach President Clinton, have begun
to plunge this country into an isolationist standpoint that hasn't been seen since
pre-WWII. The United States has a responsibility to the entire world to set an
example for others to follow.
While the Republicans obviously do
not want to take part in this responsibility, we must do so because of our status

as the only true superpower in the world
today. The Republican dream country is
one in which we return to our isolationist roots. However, with today's evergrowing global economy in which the
actions of one country inevitably affect
another, we can not return to an isolationist standpoint. We are an example for
the world today.
The Republicans claim that we should
instead concentrate on setting up an antiballistic missile shield, capable of intercepting any missile launched at the US.
The entire concept, however, is easier
said than done. The interceptor program,
in which a missile is launched from the
ground to intercept and destroy a hostile
warhead in the air, has only had two successful interceptions over the scope of
thirteen testings since starting in the early
1980s. After the testing was looked into
by a congressional commitee, it was discovered that the two successful tests were
invalid due to pre-test tampering. The
government has yet to produce a working prototype.
The presence of nuclear capability in
the highly volatile Indian subcontinent
should be a major reason why we need
this test ban treaty. If we had only ratified it, India promised their support for
the treaty, as had their rival, Pakistan. In
Russia, the treaty shall never get beyond
Parliament because of our lack of support. Everywhere across the globe, countries running the gamut from Japan to
China mourned the Senate's rejection of
the treaty.
However, there still is a silver lining
in this dark cloud of nuclear holocaust.
The treaty can still come up before another Senate, and if the American people
have done their homework, the next election should remove the partisan
grognards that have done so little for our
country. After all, trying to best the
Democratic President should always be
the main issue for the Republican Senate. Isn't that what politics are all about?

New noise ordinance threatens music, violates rights
JESSICA SICKLES

Contributing Editor

•

may simply refuse to abide by the treaty. Pakistan is likely to scrap its constitution and institute a whole new system several times in the next
few years, as may France.
Treaty proponents also claim that a freeze on
testing will lock in the superiority of our arsenal.
However, the only penalty for violating the CTBT
is the imposition of economic sanctions. US law
already provides for sanctions on countries that
test weapons, so the treaty would not make testing by unfriendly nations less likely.
Also, the CIA recently released a report concluding that tests of small weapons would be virtually undetectable, treaty or no.
The treaty would also undermine the reliability and safety of the US arsenal. President Bush
stopped nuclear testing in 1992. Prior to that, regular tests consistently turned up problems in the
arsenal which had to be corrected. The computerized approach adopted since 1992 has detected
no such problems. To believe that they no longer
exist is foolhardy at best. At some point, it will
be necessary to resume testing in order to ensure
the safety of our weapons.
It is also worth pointing out that a testing freeze,
even if universally observed, would actually undermine our deterrent. Some weapons, like the
uranium implosion bomb the United States
dropped on Hiroshima, can be developed without testing, allowing new countries to join the
nuclear club. Even a single relatively unsophisticated device of that sort would be enough to hold
our country hostage if we lack the ability to
threaten effective retaliation. However, such a
weapon would not be sufficient to dictate terms
to a country like Iraq.
We hope that the threat of destroying Seattle
would make the President think twice before refusing an enemy's demands. On the other hand,
we would need more powerful weapons to
frighten leaders like Saddam Hussein. The only
way to deter a nuclear-armed Iraq is to threaten
Hussein himself. This mission requires a sophisticated weapon capable of tunneling into a bunker. Testing is necessary to develop such devices.
Though its backers mean well, the CTBT is a
clear threat to our national security. When Clinton
sends it back to the Senate, the Republicans must
stand firm and vote it down again.

Seattle's music
scene explodes!
Seattle is the music mecca of the
'90s! These are
the headlines that
were running in
newspapers and magazines throughout
the 1990s. Although Seattle residents
pride themselves as a city that embraces
art and culture, the politicians aren't doing much to support that these days. With
already existing legislature such as the
Teen Dance Ordinance and the city-wide
Poster Ban, where is the love for the
music fan and the support for the bands?
Recently, a new law has been passed
that is basically telling Seattle to shut up!
The Noise Ordinance, passed by the Seattle City Council on Oct. 11 by a vote

of 6-3 is yet another obstacle for clubbers
who enjoy nightlife as well as promoters who provide entertainment.
Under this despicably vague new law,
any noise that is "plainly audible" in either a commercial or residential area can
warrant a fine of up to $500 for creating
a "nuisance."
What's "plainly audible," you might
ask? Under this new law, the police will
issue tickets at their discretion. Noise
meters will not be required to determine
if club music is louder than necessary.
Obviously enacted with the aim of
suppressing the blaring club music in the
downtown area, the law has no specifics
attached that will stop police from ticketing protestors or street merchants who
play music for donation. There is no
warning system involved—instead, violators will be slapped with a $100 ticket
for their first violation. A second violation means a $250 fine and is considered

a criminal offense. If a third violation is
reported, the fine is $500 and a possible
ninety day jail sentence can be included.
Club owners are cowering at such a
strict penalization, and with good reason.
After a first violation, with no technical
measuring system, how is any club
owner to know if Saturday's show is
louder, as loud, or quiet enough to avoid
reprimand?
The Noise Ordinance could also be interpreted to include crowds that assemble
outside clubs, movie theatres, or even
restaurants. The high levels of conversation could be considered a nuisance,
therefore warranting a fine. If you're
laughing at the idea of a cop writing you
and your significant other a ticket for
talking too loud on First Street, remember that most college students are considered a nuisance in and of themselves.
Seattle Mayor Paul Schell had made
claims prior to passage that he wcold

veto this bill. In an interview on The End
radio station, 107.7 FM, Schell emphasized his support of the art and music of
Seattle. He alluded to his veto right and
refused to let the Noise Ordinance pass,
as written, because he saw it as a distinct
violation to First Amendment rights. But
24 hours after the bill passed, Schell was
rumored to have backed down and found
a compromise with his fellow politicians.
This lack of action on Schell's behalf
has left club owners and members of
Joint Artist & Music Political Action
Committee utterly discontented. At press
time, no source could confirm Schell's
decision in either direction. Council officials say that revisions are in the works
with Schell's support, others report that
the Mayor has simply turned his back.
Noise is no doubt an issue, but the
drastic step taken by the city council this
month is taking their efforts to make

peace-aliyle tcH? far.

If you're
laughing at
the idea of a
cop writing
you a ticket
for talking
too loud,
remember
that college
students are
considered a
nuisance in
and of
themselves.
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Homecoming falls short Poverty ignored too long •
of former days of glory
•
JANICE VELEKE

Political Columnist

ZACK STOCKDALE

Staff Writer
Homecoming has come
and gone at the University
of Puget Sound and only one
question remains. Does anyone care that it occurred?
The answer? No, not really.
The spirit of Homecoming is something that came
with all of us as we moved on from our collective
high school experiences. A time of football games
fought against school rivals, classes competing for
the best float to go meandering down the street
for the parade. Showing school spirit by turning
out by the droves to cheer for friends on the field.
The announcement of the Homecoming King and
Queen at half-time. A glitzy ball after the game
where everyone got dressed up and danced the
night away.
Those were the days, those halcyon days of our
youth. Mind you, for some they were no more than
a year ago. Still they were a part of high school,
which in the hustle and bustle of daily college life
is already turning into faded memory.
So what are your memories of Homecoming this
year? Personally I have none to speak of. "Why is
that?" you may ask. Simply because Homecoming sucked. Not to knock those of you out there
who put in the effort to try and make it into a good
Homecoming. I did see a sign or two this year
which was far better than the previous year.
Nor do I want to disregard the tremendous ef-

fort that our brave boys in maroon gave on the
grid-iron, mainly because I don't feel like pissing
off a bunch of large gentlemen who routinely lift
weights and practice hitting dummies.
There was simply a lack of panache in this
year's festivities, something to make them unique,
to stand out from all the other times when the
school tries to soak money from alumni. And of
course I have an idea to fix that.
In all honesty, it really wasn't my idea. My everhelpful editor brought to my attention a "old tradition the university used to have," going all the
way back to when we were still the College of
Puget Sound. It seems that they had a rather different way of choosing a Homecoming King. They
chose the queen by popular vote, but the "election" of the king was something different entirely.
It appears that they choose the king candidates
about a month before Homecoming. They then
had the potential royalty shave off all their facial
hair and not shave for a month. The king was then
chosen by whoever had the longest beard. I guess
they made the measuring of the facial hair into a
big production.
Now that is what I mean by unique. You should
see the photos in the old yearbooks—the king actually looked like a Logger! That's what we need
to bring back to revitalize UPS Homecomings.
Any of you readers who want to see Homecoming turned into something worth caring about
should email President Pierce at
"president@ ups.edu" and let her know how you
feel. Or don't, and just ignore Homecoming like
everyone else usually does, your choice.

In this age of
increased economic prosperity,
a disturbing element of poverty
still haunts over
twelve percent of
the population.
Many Americans ignore this problem—
they do not realize that in this belle epoch many are still left malnourished,
without adequate housing or health care.
What makes the current situation of
poverty in America even more unsettling
is the 13.5 million children who live below the poverty level, eleven million of
them living without the benefit of health
care. The proportion of children growing up in poverty is twice as high in the
United States as in most of Western Europe. These children are living in situations where they have little access to vaccinations and other primary medical care
and suffer from higher levels of asthma.
Though we may be living in a country
where the median household income is
quickly approaching $40,000 a year, one
in ten families are going hungry. But
Americans do not see this as a problem—
merely five percent name poverty to be
the biggest problem facing the nation.
Politicians are doing little to remedy
the potential crisis of poverty and have
cut funding for Medicaid and food
stamps, programs which provide poor

children with adequate nutrition and the
opportunity to visit a doctor.
What is even more disgusting is that
Washington State ranks eighth worst in
the country when it comes to feeding the
hungry. How can people claim that our
state economy is strong and good jobs
are plentiful in a region where twelve
percent of families report that they are
either hungry or on the brink?
Perhaps politicians would pay more
attention to poverty—especially that of
children—if children were actually able
to vote and contribute to campaign funds.
The only service children offer politicians is a photo op come election time.
To cut programs that provide these children the opportunity to live a better life
is inexcusable.
We should face the issue of child poverty like that of an epidemic. Fight it, and
eradicate it. It is wrong for a nation as
prosperous as the United States to ignore
the fact that nearly fourteen million children live in poverty. In a country where
one billion dollars for missile defense can
be given to the Pentagon—money that
was not requested—poverty should be
virtually unknown.
As students at an exclusive liberal arts
college, chances are most of us have
never had to ask why we were not going
to have dinner or why going to the doctor for an ear infection was a luxury.
What we need to be asking our governmental officials is why there are so many
children denied basic necessities, and
what we can to do help.
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

UPS SPECIAL

•

•

$7.99*
2 TOPPING LARGE PIZZA WITH FREE 6 PACK OF COKE
STUDENTS AND FACULTY ONLY, PLEASE SHOW ID WHEN ORDERING
759-1200
•
* UNTIL COKE SUPPLIES RUN OUT
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Privilege hides under student lifestyle
JESSY BOWMAN

Assistant Opinions Editor
I

•

realized
something this
weekend that I
had never experienced before. My
mother was visiting, and you
know how that
goes—free food at nice restaurants, shopping trips, a stock-up on personal necessities, and concentration on hygiene once
again.
I was getting a pedicure, which was
nice, albeit a bit embarrassing since I
wouldn't consider myself an avid foot
caregiver. And so I found myself sitting
in a rotating spa chair while my feet were
in a tiny whirlpool, soaking in the relaxation of parental dispensation and letting
out a tiny sigh of contentment.
The middle-aged woman by my feet
looked up and smiled slightly at me as I
sighed, and when she looked down again,
she said, "Rich people sure have it easy."
In my ignorant state of weekend-bliss,
at that moment, all I did was smile back
and say "I know" like I was some expert
on upper-class ritualistic tendencies.

When I did this though, she looked
back up at me briefly, as if she were noticing I was there for the first time. And
that's when I realized—she was talking
about me.
How many of us consider ourselves
one of the elite? When people speak
about the benefits of the wealthy, the easy
street that higher society walks, how
many of us can count ourselves among
the lucky? Then again, how many of us
are, but don't even realize it? How many
of us appear to have everything in the
world through the eyes of other people,
and then become abashed when we try
and relate to the world we imagine as our
residence?
I had never ever in a million years considered myself to be anything close to
"wealthy" or rich, or even particularly
overly lucky. But, in that woman's eyes,
for one brief moment, I saw the gap between my view of the world and hers.
For her, me sitting there getting a spa
treatment done on a Saturday after a
week at my prestigious and ludicrously
expensive school seemed like the very
picture of the "ease" with which she related to prosperity.
For me, it was simply another day with
a small and unexpected treat in the midst.

In my college-oriented world of bubblevision, miserly money saving, discount
shopping, point-saving at the SUB,
khaki-wearing, glasses-clad discussions
about world famine in cheap coffee shops
and hunger walks, and other images of
non-wealth, I felt as if her comment
struck a blow on my place of centralization.
Of course, I do go to UPS, and we do
reside in a community that appears to
(and usually does) incorporate an accurate description of the upper-class version of society. And thus, I had to realize, in my state of Saturday stupor, as I
sat with my feet numbed in the whirlpool at a JC Penny's somewhere in Washington, that perhaps my view of the world
I live in is somewhat different in the eyes
of others. Someone else's perspective of
you may seem completely alien, and the
world you've built around yourself may
appear to be entirely transparent when
you discover their view of you. It's important to see yourself and your interpretations from another angle.
After all, we're in college, right? And
even if we seem rich and upper-class
because we attend a higher-quality
school, in our everyday lives we may not
always notice how privileged we are.

How many
of us
consider
ourselves
one of the
elite? When
people speak
about the
benefits of
the wealthy,
how many of
us can count
ourselves
among the
lucky?
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CORRECTIONS
In last issue's News article,

•

"Trend sees fraternities going
dry," Brian Gettmann's name
was misspelled.
Also, no photo credit was
given for the soccer photo on
page 11. The photographer was
J. Kenworthy.
We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused.
If you notice a mistake in The
Trail, please report it to 8793197 or trail@ups.edu by the
Monday after the issue's release.
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'Screw' Censorship

Psalm 4:20

Entire freshman class indicted for software piracy
BLACKBEARD

"Arrr!"

Freshmen read the charges against them.

Federal Bureau of Investigation
officers swarmed the UPS campus
Monday to apprehend a massive
ring of internet software piraters,
who turned out to be the entire
freshman class.
Sources indicate that freshmen
have been illicitly collecting all
sorts of pirated material—from
warez, to music, to movies, ever
since they arrived on campus this
semester.
"After six months of investigation, we determined that not one of

these freshmen's computers lacked
some form of pirated media," said
task force leader John Quake. "I
don't know why they thought they
could get away with it."
According to the FBI, the freshmen got increasingly brazen as time
wore on, posting thousands of
MP3s on the network and advertising free software burning "at competitive rates."
"We're not sure, but it may have
been a conspiracy to utilize our fast
and reliable web servers," said
ResNet Coordinator Dave Wilson.
"We have had to transmodulate our
firewalls and discombobulate the

frequency conductors on our Trojan Horse detector...Oh, piracy? I
though you were talking about
those damn internet gamers."
After the initial bust, the FBI led
all nine hundred freshmen to buses,
reading them their Miranda Rights
as they walked.
"They're not getting out for a
long, long time," said Quake. "We
don't take college software piracy
lightly."
UPS President Susan Resneck
Pierce commented, "Well, I guess
that fixes the overcrowding problem. We better enroll three hundred
more extra freshmen next year."

Soccer win causes riots

'99 •-%0
BEST AND WORST DRESSED
Joan Rivers and Karl Lagerfeld, The
Trail's special fashion correspondants,
were on the scene for UPS' "Blast From
the Past" Homecoming '99 and are here
to dish the dirt on who was hot and who
was not:
GIANNA PICCARDO

Uberfan Nathan Guy celebrates the Logger soccer victory.
MARV ALBERT

"Yesss!!!"
Mass incidents of hooliganism
were reported Saturday as riots
broke out following the men's soccer team's 1-0 victory over
Willamette University.
It took the Tacoma Police Department roughly eight hours to quell
the rioting that left bleachers upturned, goalposts removed and
thousands of dollars in property
damage still under investigation. As
of press time, 93 students had been
detained and the Rotunda was still
smoldering from the raging inferno
caused when an errant police flare
was hurled into the crowd.
UPS junior and iiberfan Nathan
Guy was among the many students
arrested for indecent exposure. After being kicked out of several pubs,
Guy ripped off his clothes, stag-

gered into The Ram and started
screaming obscenities at the horrified patrons.
"Man, I was s000 wasted after
that game," commented Guy the
next day. "Whoo! Go Loggers!"
Even the normally reclusive
ASUPS President, Dave Bowe was
reportedly arrested after head-butting a TPD riot control officer,
breaking the officer's nose and several teeth.
"While I don't condone this sort
of behavior," said the wounded
constable, Shamus McGillicutty, "it
does bring back fond memories of
me days in Scotland."
Logger soccer fans had been
ranked #2 in last week's AP poll,
just behind the University of Portland, for their incessant barrage of
heckling and lewd cheers. This recent hooliganism should push them
over the top.

I agetfeld:
"Her
beaded
Vera Wang
dress alm ost
matched
her bright,
shiny smile."
Rivers: "Not only did she take home
the crown, she stole our hearts."

HOT
DAVE BOWE

Lagerfeld: "The ASUPS President
looked smashing in a jeans/flannel ensemble by L.L. Bean and Goodwill."
Rivers: "Yes, it really makes a statement about
his down-toearth, common-sense
political
views.
Workers of
the world
unite!"

SUSAN
RESNECK PIERCE

Rivers: "Tell me
where she shops, so I
can avoid it at all
costs."
Lagerfeld: "President Pierce made a
lame attempt at a 'Blast
From the Past' with this
`Village People' ensemble. It didn't quite
come together."

UPS FOOTBALL
TEAM

Lagerfeld: "While this team does
wear defeat well, there's such a thing
as overkill."
Rivers: "I agree. At least
accessorize with a few close ones,
guys."

The Combat Zone is intended as a SATIRICAL WORK and, as such, has been physically set apart from the rest of this paper. The views and opinions
expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS,
that gay guy from 'News Radio', or the University of Puget Sound. But they should.
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